
Defining your own types:

Remember that we can define our own 
types/classes.

These classes are objects and have attributes and 
behaviors



You create an object or an instance of a class, by 
using the new operator.

type variablename = new type( [parameters])

parameters can be there or not, depending on how 
you wrote the constructor



Each time you create an object of a certain type, 
you will (automatically) create variables to 
store each of its attributes



A constructor is a special behavior in 
your method. It gets called exactly 1 
time per instance---when you use the 
new operator

Person p = new Person() ; //creates an object of 
type Foo and calls the constructor with no 
parameters



Once you have an instance of an object, you can 
access its public attributes and public behaviors 
using the . operator

 p.Name = “Dan”;



A type that we have seen before is 
String

String has attributes and behaviors.



Motive to create our own type:

Let's say we have a desire in our program to use a 
type that isn't built in.

One solution is to use an enum

However, sometimes this will not work.



Creating a huge int:

Suppose we have a program that needs to store a 
very large number. This happens a lot in 
cryptography.

We could try using a long, but this may not be 
sufficient in some cases.



Solution: Create our own type called

LongLong

which stores in it TWO longs.



In order to make a LongLong useful, we 
will have to do things like define how 
to add, subtract, multiply, and divide 
them together.



public static void main(String[] args){
//LongLong l = 11111232312312312313123;
//we can't do the above!

LongLong big= new LongLong(12345678910,
       12345678910);

     //we want this to store the number
     //1234567891012345678910 which is too long
     //to fit into a normal long

(continued)



    LongLong big2= new 
LongLong(12345678910,
       12345678910);

//    LongLong big3 = big1  + big2;
// we can't do the above either

LongLong big3 = big1.add(big2);
// OR
LongLong big3 = LongLong.add(big1,big2);
}



To do this, we will store 2 numbers as long

long firstPart;
long secondPart;

Some useful methods:

add()
subtract()
multiply()
print()



For adding, we add things digit by digit. Note 
that we have to be very careful when we add 
things to avoid a number being larger than the 
largest possible int.

L1 ---> stores as firstPart = 1
           secondPart = 2
L2 ----> stores as firstPart 2
          secondPart = 3

Result of L1+L2 : firstPart = 3, secondPart=5



But what if the secondPart already stores the 
biggest possible int? Then this will cause a 
problem.

For example, suppose the biggest int is 100 for 
simplicitiy.

L1: firstPart = 50, secondPart = 60
L2: firstPart = 10, secondPart = 50
60 + 50 is bigger than 100 !



Integer overflow:

Occurs when you try to add something to the 
biggest possible int.

When this happens, it will “loop” around to the 
negative values.

A way to detect this, if all numbers are positive:

if ( x + y < x ) // then must have been overflow



So inside our add method, we will have to deal 
with this case.

Consider that when two numbers are added, if 
there is not an overflow, then we can keep the 
numbers the same and add separately.

If there is an overflow, then we just need to 
“manually” add the digits of each. This will 
sometimes involve a carry. 



Steps to adding 2 LongLong:

1)Start with the right most digit of the second 
part

2)Add the 2 digits. Store the carry result into a 
variable carry (could be zero)

3)Add the next 2 digits together and add the 
result carry

4)Continue until you reach end of secondPart
5)Do the same for firstPart



If we want to “grab” the n^th digit of a number, 
we can use division and modulo to do this

For now, assume that the number is in base 10.

If I want to get the n^th (from the right) digit, 
what steps do I have to do?



Answer: x % (10^n) / (10^(n-1))

054 ---->  054 % 10^3 / 10^2 = 0

054 ----> 054 % 10 ^2 / 10^1 = 5

054 ----> 054 % 10^1 / 10^0 = 4



 How will this be different in binary?



 How will this be different in binary?

The only difference is we will have 2 instead of 
10.

So the nth digit of x is now

x % 2^n / 2^(n-1)



Ex: Suppose we are in base-10 still and the 
biggest number we can store is 99

LongLong x1 :  33 58
LongLong x2:   03  24



Ex: Suppose we are in base-10 still and the 
biggest number we can store is 99

LongLong x1 :  33 58
LongLong x2:   03  24
                        _______
                                  2

8+4 = 2, set carry = 1



Ex: Suppose we are in base-10 still and the 
biggest number we can store is 99

LongLong x1 :  33 58
LongLong x2:   03  24
                        _______
                                 82

5+2 + carry = 8, set carry = 0



Ex: Suppose we are in base-10 still and the 
biggest number we can store is 99

LongLong x1 :  33 58
LongLong x2:   03  24
                        _______
                            6    82

Now move to firstPart

3+3 + carry = 6, set carry = 0



Ex: Suppose we are in base-10 still and the 
biggest number we can store is 99

LongLong x1 :  33 58
LongLong x2:   03  24
                        _______
                           36    82

3+0 + carry = 3, set carry = 0



Ex: Suppose we are in base-10 still and the 
biggest number we can store is 99

LongLong x1 :  33 58
LongLong x2:   03  24
                        _______
                           36    82 --> LongLong total



At each step, to check if a number is 2 digits in 
base 10, we could see if it is >= 10.

In binary, we will see if it is >= 2


